In this paper, a thorough review is presented of noise reduction jlters for digital image sequences. Detailed descriptions of several spatiotemporal and temporal noise reduction algorithms are provided. To aid in comparing between these different algorithms, we classrfy them based on their support (i.e., 3 -0 or I -D j l t e r ) and whether or not motion compensation is employed. Several algorithms from each of the four categories are implemented and tested on real sequences degraded to various signal-to-noise ratios. These experimental results are discussed and analyzed to determine the overall advantages and disadvantages of the four general classijications, as well as, the individual jlters.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past several years, applications utilizing digital video have increased dramatically. For instance, the pervasive use of video conferencing seen today is a direct result of the advances in video processing and the cost advantages provided by digital video. By utilizing digital video, compression algorithms are able to achieve higher compression ratios than their analog counterparts, which reduce the required bandwidth of the transmission channel. Also, through the use of application specific integrated circuits, the cost of hardware required to implement these algorithms is greatly reduced. Other applications that have benefited by the use of digital video include, but are not limited to, multimedia services, autonomous navigation, motion analysis, object tracking, surveillance, astronomical, and medical imaging. It is mentioned here that this paper addresses dynamic image sequences in general, of which video sequences is a special case. However, both terms are used interchangeably.
In conjunction with this increased use of digital video has been the increased demand for noise filtering algorithms. These algorithms are critical, since the presence of noise in a video sequence degrades both its visual quality, as well as, the effectiveness of subsequent processing tasks. For example, the coding efficiency obtained for a particular image sequence is decreased by the presence of noise. This is due to the apparent increase in the sequence's entropy, caused by the noise. Therefore, filtering methods for reducing this noise are desired not only to improve the visual quality, but also to increase the performance of subsequent processing tasks such as coding, analysis or interpretation.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review of the important existing noise reduction techniques for dynamic image sequences. We include both a qualitative and quantitative comparison of these techniques. The results from several experiments using real sequences degraded to various signal-to-noise ratios are presented for quantitative evaluation. The degradation model we are using is given by where f ( i , j , k ) and g ( z , j , k ) denote the original and observed image intensity, respectively, of the kth frame at spatial location ( i , j ) , and n(z,j, k ) is an independent additive Gaussian noise term. It should be noted that (1) implies a 3-D sampling or progressive scanning of the video sequence. This does not however, imply that the filters discussed in this paper are not suitable for use with interlaced video sequences. For instance, the even and odd fields can be processed by these filters as two separate progressively scanned image sequences; or the fields can be merged into a single frame prior to filtering.
The image sequence filtering problem is to find an estimate f ( i , j , k) of the true image sequence f(i,j, IC) based on the noisy observation g ( i , j , k ) . The sources of noise which can corrupt an image sequence are numerous. Examples of the more prevalent ones include the noise introduced by the camera, shot noise which originates in the electronic hardware, and thermal or channel noise. The noise introduced by most sources is generally characterized as additive Gaussian, therefore (1) applies. Poisson noise is present in sequences acquired under quantum-limited conditions. Readers interested in the filtering of quantumlimited sequences can consult, i.e., [17] , [lX] , [%] , 1721 and the references therein.
The top level classification of the existing image sequence filtering algorithms is based on the dimensionality of the region of support of the filter. More specifically, we consider 1-D temporal filters, and 3-D spatiotemporal filters. The existing filters are further classified into nonmotion compensated and motion compensated. Motion compensation is one of the ways for removing the temporal nonstationarity of the sequence which is due to its dynamic nature. The motion compensated sequence can now be modeled as a temporally stationary field. Alternatively, a filter can be designed based on a nonstationary model of a sequence in the temporal (implicit motion compensation), as well as, in the spatial direction. The switching of one filter to another can for example take place at the location of spatial and/or temporal edges. Additionally, the filters are grouped into finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. We have chosen this classification, which although clearly not unique, has been found to be very natural and effective in the presentation of this material.
In the last two decades an enormous amount of research in the area of image processing has focused on the problem of restoring 2-D images. The result of these efforts is a large and diverse collection of restoration techniques for a variety of problems (for a recent review and classification of image restoration algorithms, see [47] ). In filtering each frame individually it is implied that an image sequence is temporally independent. However, by ignoring the temporal correlations that exist in an image sequence, suboptimal estimates are obtained and the spatial filters tend to introduce temporal artifacts into the filtered sequence. These artifacts, which generally appear as abrupt changes in the intensity values, result from different luminance estimates of the same pixel in different image frames. The oversmoothing of an image sequence is a second type of artifact that can occur from spatial filtering. Therefore, due to the limited usefulness of 2-D filtering techniques in image sequence filtering, and the numerous reviews already existing on the filtering of still images, 2-D filtering techniques are not further discussed in this paper.
Spatiotemporal filters take advantage of the correlations that exist in both the temporal and spatial directions. Therefore, they tend to be less sensitive to the nonstationarities in both the spatial and temporal directions. However, a strictly stationary assumption can result in both spatial as well as temporal artifacts. The two main approaches in avoiding these artifacts are adaptivity and motion compensation. Clearly, 2-D spatial and 1-D temporal filters may be thought of in most cases as special cases of 3-D spatiotemporal filters. However, in keeping in agreement with the way the various algorithms appeared in the literature, 1-D temporal filters will be presented separately from the 3-D filters.
Temporal filters avoid the artifacts introduced by spatial filters by modeling the image sequence as a series of 1-D pixel trajectories. That is, the intensity at each spatial position is considered as a 1-D signal that transverses along the temporal axis. Therefore, temporal variations in the same pixel are avoided. The oversmoothing of spatial boundaries is also avoided by assuming that the pixels of an image frame are spatially independent. However, due to motion the characteristics of the temporal correlation vary. Therefore, the temporal signal is a nonstationary signal. If stationarity is assumed in developing the temporal filter, then smoothing artifacts, similar to those introduced by spatial filters, will be introduced around the moving objects in the sequence. In general, there are two approaches in addressing the nonstationarity of the temporal signal. The first, is to make the filter adaptive, and the second is to remove the nonstationarity by motion compensating the image sequence. Both approaches are successful in reducing the motion artifacts; yet there are difficulties associated with each of them. These difficulties are discussed further in the remainder of this paper.
As described above, the second level in the classification of the filtering algorithms is determined by the use (or not) of explicit motion information and compensation (motion information is implicitly utilized by a number of algorithms). The use of a motion estimator is therefore required. The problem of estimating the 2-D motion components in an image sequence is a very challenging one, due to its ill-posedness [7] . Furthermore, the problem is aggravated due to the presence of noise. Ideally, as shown in Fig. 1 , an estimator which simultaneously estimates the motion and intensity values is desired [ 111. However, most motion compensated (MC) filters in the literature treat the motion estimation and filtering, as shown in Fig. 2 , as two separate problems which are solved sequentially. The performance of the MC noise smoothing filter clearly depends on the accuracy of the motion estimator. This dependence, however, is not the same for all filters. In other words, the m t i m m z.tiutor I + -1 -is a stationary process. This can result in a filter that severely degrades a sequence in regions where this assumption fails (spatial as well as temporal edges). Therefore, motion compensation and/or adaptivity are two extremely important components of a spatiotemporal filter. We review several nonadaptive and adaptive, nonmotion compensated and motion compensated spatiotemporal filters. use of a more accurate motion estimator might improve the performance of one filter considerably more than the performance of another filter. Furthermore, this relationship (between the accuracy of the motion field and performance of the filter) cannot be determined analytically, but instead needs to be determined experimentally.
Due to this reason, we were faced with the problem of choosing the appropriate motion estimator for the algorithms to be tested. For purposes of consistency we chose to use only two motion estimators, even though a different motion estimator might have been used when the algorithm was initially proposed. Furthermore, we do not consider filters where a preprocessing smoothing step is performed for improving the performance of the motion estimator. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
The goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive review of the currently available noise reduction algorithms. In trying to meet this goal, we include in Sections I1 and I11 a detailed description of several spatiotemporal and temporal noise reduction algorithms. These particular algorithms were chosen for this review due to either their popularity and/or the uniqueness of their approach. To aid in distinguishing between particular algorithms, we further subdivide both the spatiotemporal and temporal algorithms into motion compensated and nonmotion compensated. As was mentioned above, this classification approach is not unique. However, we have found it to be very effective in the organization of this review, especially when attempting to analyze the performance of each algorithm type. A final analysis based upon an algorithm's performance as measured by the experimental results found in Section V is provided in the concluding section. It should be noted that due to practical considerations not all algorithms described in Sections I1 and I11 are implemented and tested experimentally. Instead a representative group of algorithms was selected and tested from each category.
n. SPATIOTEMPORAL FILTERING OF IMAGE SEQUENCES
As mentioned in the introduction, spatiotemporal filters represent the most general class of filters for removing noise from an image sequence. That is, both spatial and temporal filters can be considered as a special case of a spatiotemporal filter. By taking advantage of the correlations that exist in all directions of a video sequence, spatiotemporal filters potentially can provide higher noise suppression than their 1-D and 2-D counterparts. To utilize this correlation, many spatiotemporal filters assume that a video sequence
A. Nonmotion Compensated Spatiotemporal Filtering
Many of the nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal approaches currently available were developed by generalizing well known 2-D filtering techniques. For example, a simple approach to spatiotemporal filtering is to extend the support of a 2-D finite impulse response (FIR) filter in the temporal direction. The resulting 3-D weighted averaging filter is defined as where S denotes the 3-D support of the filter and w ( p , ql 1) the filtering coefficients or weights indicating the relative importance of each element contained in the spatial and temporal extents of the filter. Various filters can be derived depending on the extent of S and the way the coefficients w ( p , q, 1) are defined and adapted. An averaging filter is the simplest form of (2), according to which the input elements are assumed to be of equal importance (i.e., w ( p , q , l ) = C , a normalizing constant). For this specification of the weights, the amount of the noise reduction is dependent on the length of the filter. That is, the larger the averaging window, the greater the reduction in noise power. However, in areas where motion has occurred or spatial edges are present, the averaging of these pixels can cause severe artifacts. Due to these artifacts, objects appear blurred in the filtered sequence. In these areas, averaging should be kept to a minimum. Therefore, a tradeoff exists between the noise suppression capabilities of the filter and the severity of artifacts introduced into the estimated sequence. To avoid these artifacts while maintaining good noise suppression, the weights w ( p l q, 1) can be made adaptive. For instance, in areas where motion is detected the weighting given to the frames farthest from the frame of interested should be lessened. This will reduce the amount of temporal smoothing applied to these areas. However, for the areas where the motion is small, all frames can be considered of equal importance. A similar procedure could be used to adapt the spatial weights when the filter is operating near a spatial edge.
A stationary choice of the filter coefficients w ( p , q, 1) is represented by the 3-D Wiener filter. It was used in [68] to remove noise and a deterministic degradation from an image sequence, using computational techniques reported in [33] , [48] . Equation (2) can also be written and implemented in the 3-D discrete frequency domain. There are two major disadvantages with this approach; the first is the requirement that the 3-D autocorrelation function for the [20] . The filter coefficients are adapted by assigning large weights if g(2 -p , j -q , IC -I) belongs to the same object as g ( i , j , IC). The contribution of this method is how it checks whether pixels belong to the same object. This is done by attaching an altitude function a(p, q, Z)V(p, q , 1) E S to the current point. The value of the altitude measures the minimal effort of climbing from
which involves the minimum over a certain set of "no return"paths P leading from (2,j,IC) to ( z -p , j -q , I C -I 
where fb(i,j, k) denotes a prediction of the original sequence before the updating by the filter, and a(i, j , k) is the
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-.- The experimental results obtained by Can0 and Bernard indicated that the 3-D Kalman filter was successful at suppressing the visibility of additive noise. However, the motion artifacts introduced into the restored sequence by the filter were unacceptable. Therefore, they concluded that motion compensation was required to make the 3-D Kalman filter a viable alternative. Motivated by the success of the 1-D and 2-D recursive filters introduced by Kak [71] , Triplicane [74] , and Katsaggelos et al. [45] extended these filters to three dimensions. The 3-D filter has the form of (6) with the prediction
where S is the support of the filter and y(p, 4, I) the prediction coefficients. In [45] , [46] , [74] , an image sequence is modeled by a wide sense stationary process with the following 3-D autocorrelation function where pv, ph, pt are respectively the vertical, horizontal, and temporal correlation coefficients and $2 is the magnitude of the signal's second moment. In this case, the prediction coefficients are given by [46] , [74] 
where
(1,0, 1), (0,1, l), (1,1,1)}. The steady-state gain is obtained recursively by the expression [46] , [74] (see (10) at bottom of page). An approximate value for the steady-state gain is given in [74] , where stability bounds for it are also derived. The performance of the 3-D filter was similar to the other filters discussed above. That is, in areas where no motion occurs, the 3-D filter outperforms the 2-D filter at reducing the MSE. However, if operating in an area where motion has occurred, the performance of the 3-D filter is well below that of the 2-D filter. As was the case with the other nonmotion compensated filters, it is the motion artifacts introduced by this filter that degrades its performance.
A special case of the filter described in (6)- (10) is when all prediction coefficients are equal. Then (7) provides a causal prediction of the mean of the sequence at
The resulting gain equation reduces to Now recursive filters of the form of (6) with a gain given by (11) have appeared in the literature [60], [54] . These filters will be further discussed later.
An alternative class of nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal filters consists of the ordered statistics (OS) based filters. OS filters operate on the ordered values within an observation window, ignoring correlation and time information in favor of magnitude information. Arce [4] and Alp et al. [2] proposed comparable OS methods based on multistage and multilevel median filters, respectively. A multistage median filter (MMF) is a method that combines the output of basic subfilters operating at the first stage of a cascade filtering structure. The subfilters are designed to preserve a feature of similar gray levels in one direction. By incorporating several subfilters, a basic image feature oriented in any direction can be preserved by the filter. The type of feature to be preserved determines the subclass of the MMF. If the feature spans a 1-D line segment (in the 3-D space), the multistage filter is defined as a unidirectional MMF. If the feature spans two line segments, each in orthogonal directions (one in space, the other in time) the filter is defined as a bidirectional MMF.
In a spatiotemporal cube four unidirectional median filters can be constructed in the spatial plane and one along the temporal direction. Using these median filters five results are found: (ml, m2, m3, m4, m5). The final output of the filter is produced in the second stage where it is defined as the median value of the minimum and the maximum found in the first stage and the center pixel value, that is, . f = MEDIAN[max(ml, m2, m3, m4, m5),9, min(ml,ma,ma,m4,m5)].
(12)
In the same cube, four bidirectional median filters can be constructed. From the output of these four filters, the final result is also determined using (12).
Alp et al.
[2] proposed the use of multilevel median filter for the reduction of noise in an image sequence. Such a filter can be described as consisting of four standard median filters arranged in a 3-D cube. Specifically, three 5 tap median filters operate on a different plane in the 3-D cube. A fourth median filter (three taps) combines the outputs of the planar filters into a single result. Other variations of this filter were also presented. For instance, the authors proposed a version which consisted of three median filters, two 7 tap filters operating in the first stage, and a three tap filter evaluating the results from the first stage and the current observation. The performance of this filter was compared to Arce's multistage filter and shown to provide a better estimate of the original sequence.
Kleihorst et al. [50] , [52], [53] have proposed two nonmotion compensated 3-D filters which are based on order statistics. The first is an extension of a 1-D filter where now the order statistic estimators use spatiotemporal windows to estimate the local statistics. These statistics are used to normalize the temporal signal which can then be filtered by a regular recursive least square based filter. This method was compared in [50] , [52] , [53] with a motion compensated version for several noise levels, and shown to provide good results for moderate to severe noise levels. For severe noise levels the method is superior to its motioncompensated variant. This is due to the tendency of the motion estimator to color the noise temporally. 
The second filter, which was proposed in [54] , has the form of (6) with the gain given by (1 1). The estimation of the mean and o;(i,j,IC) and o;(z,j, IC) is done nonrecursively using 3-D order statistics. By an iteration process the "outliers," or points in the 3-D operating window which belong to another object than the current operation point, are recognized and ignored in the estimators. This causes the estimators to be robust and therefore, the filter also performs well up to the boundaries of (moving) objects. This is in contrast to a filter which uses estimates by sample averages, then switches off its filtering action if it approaches an edge.
B. Motion Compensated Spatiotemporal Filtering
To take full advantage of the temporal correlations that exist in an image sequence, explicit motion estimation and compensation has been used in a separate first step or simultaneously with the filtering of the image sequence. When motion estimation and compensation are performed prior to applying a filter to a sequence, they can be considered as a temporal preprocessing step. That is, from a filter design point of view, the addition of motion compensation to a [75] , Kak [46] , quadratic Volterra [ 161, and constrained-leastsquares [29] filters have all recently been proposed. The formulations for these filters are the same as in the previous section, except for the addition of the displacement vectors required to perform the motion compensation. Therefore, in this section we describe some of the modifications made to these filters, while concentrating on the filters that we consider to be more unique in their approach to motion compensated spatiotemporal filtering. The motion-compensated 3-D weighted averaging filter is very similar to its nonmotion counterpart, given in (2). Specifically, the generalized spatiotemporal averaging filter is given by where i k > k -l ( i , j ) and JEik-'(i,j) are the horizontal and vertical components of an estimate of the motion between frames k and k -I . By motion compensating the sequence prior to averaging, the temporal stationary assumption holds over a much larger region. This allows for the support of the filter to be increased in the temporal direction, improving the filter's ability to suppress noise without incurring additional artifacts due to motion.
Another version of (13) was proposed by Kalivas and Sawchuk [44] . This method is based on a segmentation of the image sequence into objects and background. That is, each pixel in the frame of interest is classified as either belonging to an object or to the background. Only pixels classified as objects are motion compensated. The weights w(p, q , 1) are adjusted by determining the number of pixels within the filter's support that have the same classification as the pixel under consideration. Only pixels with the same classification are used in determining the average. A disadvantage of this filter is its dependence on the quality of the segmentation, which degrades with the seventy of the noise.
Another adaptive version of (13) was proposed by Ozkan et al. [68] . For this adaptive weighted averaging (AWA) filter the weights are defined by (see (14) at bottom of page) with K a normalizing constant, and a and E tuning coefficients. If the difference between the current pixel and the pixel at location ( i -p , j -q, k -I ) in the filtering mask is less than E , then g ( i -p , j -q , k -1) is used in the averaging filter. To protect against the effects of noise, t2 is set to twice the value of the noise variance. The parameter a is a penalty parameter controlling how rapidly a weight should reduce as a function of the mismatch between image values. If a = 0 the filter mimics the spatiotemporal average; if a is large, then 1 + ae2 !z a c 2 and the AWA filter performs averaging only over the matching image values.
Motion compensated recursive spatiotemporal filters are natural extentions of the 3-D nonmotion compensated counterpart of (6) and (7) . Equation (6) remains the same in this case. However, the prediction is performed according to Such a filter was implemented by Katsaggelos et al. [46] and is referred to as the MC 3-D point estimator. The effect of the motion compensation is that the stationary assumption of the image sequence in the temporal direction becomes more valid. In other words, if the correlation model of (8) is used, the temporal correlation coefficient pt approaches the value of one. A variation of the MC 3-D point estimator was considered in [46] .
Variations and extensions of the filter described by (6) and (13) have been considered in [26] , [45] , [46] . The first one [26] , [45] results by considering a separable version of the 3-D estimator into a 2-D spatial and 1-D temporal estimator and by performing the motion estimation and compensation after the 2-D spatial filtering stage. That is, the sequence is first filtered by the 2-D version of (6) and (7). This filtered sequence is then motion compensated and filtered in the temporal direction using the 1-D version of (6) and (7) . By altering the order in which the filtering stages and motion estimation are performed, the separable 3-D MC point estimator has the advantage of robust motion estimates. This can be extremely valuable, especially when operating in severe noise.
A further extension of the separable 3-D MC point estimator above is to represent the 2-D spatial estimator by a separable estimator [26] , [46] . The motivation for this is that spatial and temporal adaptivity can now be introduced. The edge adaptive spatiotemporal version of the filter in (16) was proposed in [26] , [46] . In this approach, the input sequence was modified according to where wq(uq) is a weight which depends on the output of an edge detector and cq is a scaling parameter. Replacing y q ( u q ) in (16) with G(uq) results in the edge adaptive filter. This filter can actually be characterized as edge enhancing, since it enhances the edges based on the output of an edge detector, once in steady state. Therefore, the performance
Recently, Markov random field (MRF) models have gained in popularity as a method of modeling image sequences. This increase in popularity is due to the flexibility offered by MRF's in expressing properties of the original image sequence with the use of probability distributions. It is known [34] that a Markov random field f' is completely characterized by its Gibbs distribution, which is given by where K is a normalizing constant and p is a parameter that reflects the activity of the sample field. The "energy function" U(f'(z,j, k)) is defined as where the clique system C is a local set of pixels connected to the pixel of interest. It is through the "potential functions" V ( f') that relationships between local pixels of an MRF are characterized. The obvious advantage for using MRF models to model an image sequence is that the Gibbs equivalence provides an expression for the a priori distribution. Such an expression in general is difficult to obtain, yet crucial in solving for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate.
The problem of finding the MAP estimate f(z,j, k) from a noisy image sequence g ( i , j , k) can be described as
where f p ( i , j , k) denotes all previous estimates up to the current estimate f(Z,j, k). Rewriting (19) using Bayes' rule results in where the conditional probability density function p ( g ( i , j , k)lf'(z,j, k), f p ( i 7 j , k)) is obtained from the observation model (1) and the conditional discrete probability P ( f ' ( i , j , k)lfp(i7j, k)) from the Gibbs equivalence.
Such an approach was taken by Hong and Brzakovic [38] in the development of their motion compensated spatiotemporal noise filter. The terms required in (20) ' ( i , j , k)lfp(z7j, k) ) required for P (f'(z,j, k)l f p ( i , j 7 k ) ) is used to model the piecewise continuous characteristics of an image sequence. That is through this term the amount of smoothing applied in a particular region is varied depending upon the amount of spatial and temporal ^activity. Specifically, the potential functions V(f'(z,j, k)lfp(i7j, k)) are defined as with (see (24) at top of page) where the coordinates ( p , q ) are used to pick out neighboring pixels contained within the corresponding clique system C. The effect of these terms are to "encourage" or "discourage" the use of information from neighboring pixels contained in the clique system C. That is, if the difference between the motion compensated estimates f (
it is assumed that the strong correlation exists between pixels ( i , j ) and ( p , q ) , which indicates that the filter should provide smoothing in this direction. However, if the opposite is true indicating the presence of an edge, the filter should not smooth in this particular direction. The spatial adaptivity required to control the amount of smoothing applied in any particular region is provided by 
W ( i , j , P , n) = PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 83, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 1995 the accuracy of the estimated motion or displacement vector field (DVF). However, since the DVF is estimated in a separate step there is no mechanism to locally verify the accuracy of these displacement vectors prior to their use in the filter. Brailean and Katsaggelos [lo] , [ll] have proposed a recursive, model-based MAP estimator that simultaneously estimates both the displacement and the intensity fields from the observed image sequence. The advantages of estimating these two fields simultaneously, is that information is made available to the estimator about the reliability of estimates that it is dependent upon. This is critical, since to estimate either of these two fields reliably requires an estimate of the other. To model both the displacement and intensity fields the authors developed MFW models. Specifically, to model the DVF the vector coupled Gauss-Markov (VCGM) model was used [12] , while the intensity field was modeled using the spatiotemporal coupled Gauss-Markov (STCGM) model [lo] , [ll] . The VCGM and STCGM models are defined in terms of the reduced-order state vectors, Sd(i, j , IC) and S f ( i , j , IC) [47] , respectively. are binary random variables called line elements. Each line element takes on a value that indicates the presence or absence of a discontinuity or edge in the field. With the knowledge of the line process, a set of prediction coefficients is chosen that excludes the points that are separated by this discontinuity.
The estimates of the displacement and the intensity fields are obtained by maximizing the joint a posteriori probability density function with respect to the intensity field S f ( i l j ,
IC), the displacement field S d ( i l j , IC), and the corresponding line processes Zf(i,jl k ) , Z d ( i , j , IC).
Therefore, the joint a posteriori pdf is given by This simultaneous approach can be formulated as
., IC)).
Utilizing Bayes rule, the conditional joint a priori distribution can be isolated, as was done in (20) . From the Markovian assumption used in developing the VCGM and STCGM models, it is known that the a priori distribution is also Gibbsian. The exact energy functions defined by Brailean and Katsaggelos are given in [l 11, [12] . Knowledge that both the additive noise in the observation model as well as the uncertainty in the VCGM and STCGM models are Gaussian was used to solve (27) . This resulting set of filtering equations are similar to that of the Kalman and extended Kalman filters for Sf and S i , respectively. By formulating a simultaneous estimator for the DVF and the intensity field, the simultaneous displacement and intensity estimation (SDIE) algorithm couples the two estimation processes. This coupling allows information regarding the accuracy of the estimates {o be passed between the estimators. The estimates Zd and 1, are determined through the use of a decision rule that chooses the most probable state for each, based on the neighboring line elements. The algorithm also allows for the accurate estimation and segmentation of the DVF from noisy-blurred sequences, which in turn can be used for other purposes, such as compression [5] , analysis, or interpretation [12].
TEMPORAL FILTERING OF IMAGE SEQUENCES
To fully exploit the noise reduction capabilities of a spatiotemporal filter without introducing into the sequence visually degrading artifacts, requires that the filter be adaptive both spatially and temporally. Such a filter, however, can be very costly in terms of its computational requirements. Previously, these costs have prevented many adaptive spatiotemporal filters from being used in certain applications, such as real-time video processing. This was one of the reasons that most of the early filters were 1-D temporal filters. These filters offer reasonable noise suppression, especially in temporally static areas of the sequence, where the human viewer has a high sensitivity to noise. In this section, we discuss several nonmotion compensated and motion compensated temporal filters. As a general comment, all 1-D version of the filters presented in Section I1 represent valid temporal filters. The ones that have already appeared in the literature, are discussed next.
A. Nonmotion Compensated Spatiotemporal Filtering
As previously mentioned, the problem of estimating the motion in an image sequence is further compounded by additive noise. Due to the lack of robust motion estimators, early attempts at temporally filtering image sequences were restricted to simple frame averaging techniques [41] . Such a filter results by restricting the region of support S of the 3-D fi!ter in (2) to the temporal direction. That is, an estimate f ( i , j , k ) is obtained by where M is the causal and N the noncausal extents of the averaging window and w(1) are the weights or the filter coefficients. Generally, the elements of an averaging filter were assumed to be of equal importance (i.e., w(1) = l / ( M + N + 1)). For this choice of w(Z) the amount of the noise reduction is limited by the length of the filter. The larger the averaging window, the greater the reduction in noise power, at the same time however, the more visually noticeable the artifacts resulting from motion within the sequence (as discussed in Section 11, this same tradeoff exists for the spatiotemporal averaging filter as well). These motion artifacts can be avoided by adapting the filtering weights (~( 1 ) ) according to the amount of motion detected in a particular area of the image sequence. Huang and Hsu [41] used (28) with implicit motion compensation. The idea behind implicit motion compensation is to always apply the temporal filter in the direction of highest correlation. This direction is chosen by searching over a finite number of directions and selecting the one with the smallest variance estimate. The results provided in [41] indicate that the implicit motion compensation was more robust than the explicit motion estimator used in the study, moderate noise cases.
A disadvantage of the temporal averaging filter is its need to buffer several frames of an image sequence. For many applications this large memory requirement is prohibitive. A recursive temporal filter has the advantage that, in general, fewer frames are required to be buffered. Furthermore, the adaptability of these filters can be easily achieved, since there are fewer parameters to control. The general form of a recursive 1-D temporal filter is the same as (6) . It is repeated here for ease of presentation,
The prediction f b ( z , j l IC), is formed using only past estimates in the temporal direction. For example, using pv = p h = 0 a 1-D temporal filter described by (29), (7) - ( 10) results.
Using (29), McMann er al.
[61], Dennis [21] , and later Crawford [ 191, developed adaptive temporal filters for reducing the camera noise present in video and television sequences. In each case, the predicntion is set equal to the previously filtered frame, that is, fb(i,j, IC) = f(z,j, kl), while the gain is used to control whether the filter where / 3 is chosen to suppress the effects of noise and y is used to adjust the amount of smoothing applied by the filter. Clearly, when the difference between two adjacent frames is small, indicating little motion, ag is set so that the response of the filter is altered to provide more smoothing. However as the error in the frame difference increases, the response of the filter begins moving to that of an all-pass filter.
In general, the disadvantage of these types of recursive adaptive filters, is that the noise cannot be reduced in the moving areas. Although the noise in these areas is masked by the human visual system [67], it will still present a problem in slowly moving objects, or in objects that start and stop within an image sequence.
An FIR filter which has the form of (29) has been proposed by Martinez and Lim [60] . In this method, the prediction is represented by the local mean, that is, f b ( i , j , k ) = ,Gf(z,j, k ) , while the gain is given by (1 1). As was mentioned in Section 11-A, a recursive form of this filter is derived by using an AR model with equal coefficients. In [60] the local statistics were computed using a noncausal 1-D window. To avoid motion related artifacts, Martinez and Lim chose to implement their filter using implicit motion estimation. Therefore, when the filter is able to track the direction of greatest correlation (i.e., c ; ( i , j , k ) is small), the estimate reduces to ,Gf(i, j , k ) . For the case of additive white Gaussian noise, this is the minimum mean square error estimate. If the filter is unable to track the motion, then a j ( i , j , k ) is large and the filter is disabled. Although implicit motion compensation was employed for its noise reduction capabilities, it is clear that this characteristic is limited to image sequences containing only small amounts of very simple motion.
An alternative class of nonmotion compensated temporal filters consists of the ordered statistics (OS) based filters. OS filters operate on the ordered values within the observation window, ignoring correlation and time information in favor of magnitude information. An early attempt at applying OS to the problem of image sequence filtering was the straightforward temporal median filter proposed by Huang and Hsu [41] and later by Naqvi et al. [64] . This approach can be described as For data corrupted by Gaussian noise the sample average approximates the maximum likelihood estimate. However, because of the nonstationarity of the temporal signals, local distributions within a window are generally not Gaussian. Therefore, a sample median filter provides a better estimate of the original signal. Temporal median filters are very suitable for removing "impulsive" noise. This is because most of the temporal signals not containing noise are root signals of the median filter [64] . However, temporal median filters are not suited for sequences with a high amount of noise. First, this is because the temporal signals behave Gaussian for high noise levels, and therefore taking the temporal average will be superior to the median filter.
Second, temporal median filters introduce artifacts at noisy spatiotemporal edges. The estimated "position" of the edge can, because of noise, differ for various points along the line. This manifests itself as artifacts on the edge in the resulting sequence.
Kleihorst et al. [46] , [49] have used adaptive OS based estimators along the temporal direction. The function of these estimators was to estimate the nonstationary part of the temporal signal. Then, the signal was decomposed into its stationary and nonstationary part. Since it was assumed that the noise was a stationary signal and therefore mapped to the stationary part, only this part was filtered by a recursive least squares noise filter. Finally, the filtered stationary part and the nonstationary part were combined again to produce the overall estimate.
B. Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering
To avoid the problems associated with nonmotion compensated temporal filtering, several approaches have been developed that motion compensate the image sequence prior to temporal filtering. For instance, the motion compensated version of (28) is given by
Huang and Hsu [41] used (33) with equal weights. A differential technique was used for estimating the motion. These displacement vectors are then used to motion compensate the corresponding frames. As already mentioned implicit motion compensation proved to be more robust than explicit motion estimation in this case [41] .
The 1-D temporal version of the AWA filter in (14) was also used in [69] . A problem with the above approach is that in the temporally stationary areas, motion compensation tends to color the noise. This is a result of the motion estimator's attempt to find the best match between corresponding noisy areas. To prevent this, Boyce [14] proposed to switch adaptively between motion compensated and nonmotion compensated temporal averaging. This algorithm is the 1-D version of the 3-D spatiotemporal algorithm discussed in Section 11-B. Using a block matching algorithm, Boyce proposed switching between these two options based on the mean absolute difference (within each block) before and after motion compensation. Specifically, motion compensation is not used if
where MAD,, and M A D , are the mean absolute differences obtained with and without motion compensation, respectively. The parameters T and / 3 are determined based upon a particular probability of false alarm and noise variance.
In an approach similar to Boyce's, Kalivas and Sawchuk [44] proposed an algorithm in which the image sequence is segmented and motion compensated prior to temporal averaging. From this segmentation of the image sequence, each pixel is labeled as either belonging to an object or as background. Motion estimation and compensation are performed only for the pixels that belong to an object. Pixels classified as background are temporally averaged along the same spatial coordinates (no motion compensation), while pixels belonging to an object are filtered along the estimated motion trajectory. In all cases, the above proposed motion compensated temporal averaging filters provided filtered sequences with fewer artifacts, as compared to their nonmotion compensated counterpart (see (28)). However, these proposed filters still suffer from similar disadvantages as the nonmotion compensated temporal averaging. First, the noise reduction capability of these filters is dependent on their length. Secondly, these approaches can introduce artifacts in the areas where motion is not tracked, especially in the newly exposed or occluded areas. It should be noted that these two problems are inversely related. That is, as the length of the filter is increased, so is the degradation to the estimated image sequence caused from motion related artifacts.
Katsaggelos et al. [45] proposed a multiple frame input temporal motion compensated filter. It is the 1-D temporal version of (15), that is described by (29) A nonlinear motion compensated version of the general temporal recursive filter, given in (29) , was proposed by Dubois and Sabri [23] . In their filter the prediction is obtained by using L = 1 and y(l) = 1 in (39, Clearly, when the motion is tracked, the filter has a cutoff frequency determined by ab. As the prediction error increases, the filter smoothly transitions to an all pass frequency response and no filtering is performed, since a, obtains a value close to unity. The motion estimator that they employed in their filter was the one developed by Netravali and Robbins [65] , [66] . As was the case with the differential motion estimator mentioned above, the performance of the Netravali and Robbins motion estimator degrades significantly in the presence of noise. Therefore, the Dubois and Sabri filter performs well when the noise power is small; however, for more severe noise cases a more robust estimator is desirable. There have been several modifications to the Dubois and Sabri recursive filter since its introduction. For instance, Reinen [70] proposed a second order variation of this filter for use in removing Gaussian noise from an NMR image sequence. Similarly, Martinez's filter [60] has also been modified in an attempt to improve its performance. For instance, in [73] a robust explicit motion estimator [31] was used instead of the implicit motion estimation technique developed by Martinez and Lim. The use of this explicit motion estimator did improve the filter's performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of several of the filters described in this paper. Specifically, the filters implemented are given in Table 1 . These particular filters were chosen to provide a comprehensive comparison between the four filtering categories identified, namely nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal (class 1) and motion compensated spatiotemporal (class 2), nonmotion compensated temporal (class 3), motion compensated temporal (class 4). Each filter listed in Table 1 was applied to degraded versions of the real 256 x 256 image sequences "Mobile" (frames 1-40) and "Trevor" (frames 21-70). The "Trevor" and "Mobile" sequences were chosen because of their popularity and availability, as well as the scene content contained in each sequence. For instance, the "Trevor" sequence contains a single object which moves across a stationary (but very textured) background. On the other hand, the "Mobile" sequence contains several moving objects imposed on a moving background. These sequences were degraded using simulated additive white Gaussian noise to signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's) of 30, 20, and 10 dB. The expression used for calculating the SNR is given by (37) where the scalar K denotes the number of frames in the sequence.
A figure of merit used to evaluate the performance of a filter is the improvement in SNR at each frame, expressed in decibels (dB), according to f 256 256 \ where f(z,j, k ) denotes the filtered result. If the entire filtered sequence is considered, then the total or average improvement in SNR can be expressed as
(39)
Although it has been argued that these types of metrics may not always reflect very accurately the image quality, we have decided to use both of them for two reasons. The first is the lack of any other universally accepted metric, while the second is the need to insure compatibility so that 1286 these results can be used as a bench mark to compare future filters against. To aid in analyzing these results, we present both the performance at each frame over the sequence as well as the average improvements.
In the description of the motion compensated filters provided in Sections 11-B and 111-B, it was assumed that an estimate of the DVF was available for motion compensating the sequence. For an application such as image sequence filtering, it is obvious that the algorithm chosen must not only provide accurate estimates of the DVF, but it must also be robust to the effects of noise. Recently, several noise robust approaches have been developed for estimating the DVF. Since the purpose of this paper is to review and evaluate image sequence filtering techniques, we have decided to use only two motion algorithms. This was done for removing any variation in the performance that may result due to the implementation of each filter with a different motion estimation algorithm. This decision was also possible because all but one of the filtering algorithms used either a block matching or a pel recursive algorithm to estimate the motion. Therefore, it was decided to keep the type of motion estimator originally used in a filter, for consistency. That is, filters originally implemented using a block matching algorithm were implemented here using the block matching algorithm described in [36] , [37] . Filters implemented using a pel recursive algorithm were implemented using the pel recursive algorithm described in [27] . These two particular algorithms were chosen, due to proven ability to provide quality estimates of the DVF in the presence of noise. The actual motion estimation scheme used by each filter is also provided in Table 1 .
Based on the plots and images shown in Figs. 3-14 and Tables 1-3 we have reached the following general  conclusions: 1) SNR and SNRi increases by increasing the support of the filter (1-D to 3-D) and by introducing motion compensation. As shown Figs. 8-14 , this general trend is also consistent with the visual quality of the filtered sequences. Although not ideal for discussing video filtering results, due to the elimination of temporal effects, these frames do illustrate this general trend. For instance, the lack of motion compensation ( Fig. 9 ) results in severe temporal smoothing. This is especially evident near the hands in Fig. 9 . Also, as the support increases, the amount of smoothing or noise reduction increases. However, the ability of the filter to adapt is very important for preserving edges and reducing the impact of motion compensation errors. are compared. TM outperforms the TA algorithm for the "Mobile" sequence at 20 dB and 30 dB SNR, since the TM algorithm preserves the temporal edges.
SNRi increases as the SNR decreases (for the three SNR levels we have tested). This is due to the increase in the value of the numerator in the SNRi formula (the numerator decreases as the SNR decreases but not as fast as the numerator increases). The relative performance of the filters in terms of SNRi is consistent in most cases for both sequences and all three SNR's we experimented with (the exceptions to this conclusion will be addressed below). Some of the inconsistencies are due to the particular characteristics of the sequences used. The "Trevor" consists of a moving object in a stationary background. This results in a large area where the assumption of temporal stationarity holds, benefiting those filters which rely on such an assumption. The sequence "Mobile" consists of moving objects in a moving background. This results in large areas where the assumption of temporal stationarity does not hold, therefore penalizing filters which rely on this assumption. This is evident in Fig. 6 (curves in the middle and bottom plots), where the TA and TM algorithms
On the other hand, the TA algorithm outperforms the TM algorithm for the "Trevor" sequence at the same SNR levels, due to the reduction in the variance of the noise at the large temporally stationary areas. 5) Some filters are more sensitive than others to the tuning of the parameters involved. For the experimental results presented we have attempted to optimize such parameters.
6) The sensitivity of the MC-AN filter at an SNR = 10 dB ("Trevor" sequence) results from the tuning of the parameters to provide an overall best possible improvement in SNRi. However, in obtaining this result the parameter a, is set to a value which is less sensitive to the motion and therefore SNRi decreases for frames [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . where there is considerable motion.
The following particular conclusions have been reached for the 1-D and 3-D filters. More specifically, regarding the 1-D filters:
7) The use of motion compensation provides a considerable improvement over nonmotion compensated are expected, since on one hand the estimation of the motion (and therefore the compensation of the motion) is quite accurate at high SNR's, while on the other hand the averaging of nonmotion compensated frames provides a small benefit (since the noise level is low) while deteriorates the quality of the estimated image by smoothing out the temporal edges. 8) The use of motion compensation provides smaller improvement over nonmotion compensated filters at low SNR's (10 dB). This is explained by the fact that 
9)
the estimation of the motion is quite erroneous at low SNR's, and therefore the compensation introduces errors as well. The overall improvement provided by the filter is dominated by the averaging of the noise samples, regardless of the accuracy (or lack of it) of the motion compensation. Overall, MC helps even with the basic motion estimators we used which do not take the presence of noise into account, since the averaging is performed in the direction of maximum correlation. It is expected that SNRi will further increase by the use of MC at low SNR's if more sophisticated motion estimators are used. The dependency of SNRi on the amount of motion in the sequence can be observed in the filters which do not use motion compensation (primarily in the plots on the right column of Fig. 6 ). As expected, during the frames of considerable motion (frames 25-35 and 45-55 in the Trevor sequence), nonmotion compensated filtering introduces considerable blurring of the temporal edges, which decreases the SNRi. This decrease in SNRi is not as severe as the SNR decreases (the SNRi curves become more flat as the SNR decreases) for the reasons provided in point (8) above. This is clearly not as noticeable in sequences with moderate motion, such as the "Mobile" sequence (left column plots in Fig. 6 ).
It must be taken into account that although motion compensation is very effective at improving the stationarity assumption of a temporal signal, not all the nonstationarities which occur in this signal are the result of motion. That is, scene and illumination changes as well as occlusions lead to nonstationarities in the temporal signal. Since motion compensation fails to remove these nonstationarities in the temporal signal, the ability of a motion compensated temporal filter to adapt locally is extremely valuable.
Regarding the 3-D filters, the following conclusions can be drawn:
10) The performance of the filters which do not use motion compensation does not depend on the amount of motion in the sequence, as was the case with the 1-D filters (curves of Fig. 3 ). This is apparent when comparing Figs. 9 and 11 and is due to the fact that the use of nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal information has a blurring effect on the estimated sequence which is not made more severe during the frames of considerable motion. Also as was mentioned in (5), we attempted to optimize the filter's performance through the available tuning parameters. For the nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal filters this required careful adjustment of the parameters controlling the influence of the elements in the temporal direction on the filtered solution. In other words, these parameters were set to values which minimized the distortions caused by motion. 11) In agreement with the above comment (10) the amount of motion in the sequence effects the performance more in the MC filters (Figs. 4 and 5, right column, middle, and bottom). Also in agreement with comment (9) , the ability of a filter to locally adapt is very important for addressing motion compensation failures. This is evident when comparing the results provide in Figs. 4, 5, 13, and 14.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a review of noise removal techniques for digital image sequences. Four major categories of filters were identified: 1) nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal, 2 ) motion compensated spatiotemporal, 3) nonmotion compensated temporal, and 4) motion compensated temporal filtering. For each category we compared several algorithms, pointing out the similarities and differences in each approach. To further distinguish between these algorithms, experimental results for several filters from each category were also presented and their implications were discussed.
In general it was found that for both the spatiotemporal and temporal filters, motion compensation improved the performance of these filters. By motion compensating, the assumption of stationarity in the temporal direction holds over a much larger portion of the sequence. Therefore, the motion artifacts characteristic of the nonmotion compensated filters are greatly reduced in an image sequence restored using the motion compensated versions of these filters. A disadvantage of motion compensation is the additional required computational cost. Therefore, for applications where computational complexity of an algorithm is a concern and the SNR of the input image sequence is still relatively high, a nonmotion compensated filter maybe more appropriate. For instance, at 30 dB the performance of the PE filter is comparable to the performance of the motion-compensated filters.
Another interesting trend observed in these results is the importance of adaptability both spatially as well as temporally. The performance of the adaptable filters is significantly better at low SNR's. However, as the SNR increases the performance of these filters decrease. The reason for this decline can be explained as follows. A filter's ability to adapt, especially in the temporal direction, is extremely important at low SNR's. This is due to the overall degradation in temporal correlation caused by the noise. For the motion compensated filters, this degradation in the temporal correlation component results from inaccuracies in the motion estimates which are also caused by the noise. However, as the SNR increases, so does the reliability of the estimated motion field. Thus the importance of temporal adaptability is diminished for both motion compensated and nonmotion compensated filters at high SNR's.
It is clear from this review that although many image sequence filtering approaches exist, there is no one filter that can be singled out as the solution for all applications. That is, for applications constrained by computational complexity and memory availability, such as in real time high SNR applications, a nonmotion compensated temporal filter would be the most attractive. Depending on the amount of memory available to the filter, a nonmotion compensated spatiotemporal filter may also be appropriate. However, for a low SNR application that does not have these constraints, a motion compensated adaptable filter would provide the highest quality (in an MSE sense) filtered sequence.
